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SMARTER  DECISIONS POWERED BY DATA

Recognized by :



It's a new Era of Data Science where Solutions are more Generic and AI Based for Customer -Centric

Insights equally significant to Profitability, Promotions & Pricing based on different Segments, customer

sentiments and Market Mix.The new era of data science is here,empowering all the Industries and

businesses including Majors like of Retail, Telecom, Pharmaceutical, FMCG, E- Commerce,Supply Chain &

Logistics, Manufacturing as well as Tourism & Hospitality with Smarter Decisions powered by Data.

Catalytics Datum has been using Predictive Modeling with Data Science, leveraging the power of big data

and business intelligence to solve complex business problems for enterprises through user experience and

faster decision making solutions.

  

How can companies optimize inventory to meet demand?

How can organizations allocate resources to run business better?

How can a super - specialty hospital optimize health care services?

How can a consumer product manufacturer plan for it's promo campaign performance?

How can businesses gauge the perception about their perception about their brands in the

marketplace?

What are consumers talking about a brand vis - a - vis other competitors?

How can a retailer or manufacturer optimize their price to maximize revenues?

  

GREETINGS TO NEW ERA OF DATA SCIENCE  

The Question Is >>  



Conception - Inspired by the conceptof ‘Design Thinking’, the  problem isdefined, ideated, prototype

built and tested.

Contemplation  - Exploratory data analysis (EDA) through descriptive analysis, tabulation & plotting.

Confirmation - Statistical & Machine Learning models to predict targets or forecast revenue or even

optimize pricing.

Consultation - Reactive Business Intelligence, dashboards and mobility along with industry- oriented

insights.

We leverage the power of Data Science, Big Data and Business Intelligence to provide business solutions

to enterprises. At Catalytics, we are more than a service provider or a solution provider, but also a partner

helping our customers understand the power of data, and the maturity levels of data captured, or the best

approach to scale up their enterprise data warehouse, CRM, ERP etc. 

   Our Approach>>

  

Simplicity in Analytics.

MAKING
DATA 
WORK FOR
YOU 

NEXT GEN ANALYTICS HAS STREAK OF ITS OWN  

Understand Analyze Insights

1 -  2 Weeks 3 - 4 Weeks 2 - 3 Weeks



 Re-defines your customers with their pluralistic essence through our Customer Analytics solution.

 Follow the digital trail and discover the topics, people and trends impacting your business.

Avail the first mover advantage to overcome demand volatility in supply markets by benchmarking your

logistics performance.

Tailor your marketing pitch to unlock the key to your customer’s wallet.

Digitize Your Next Generation Enterprise through our 4 Tier Operational Intelligence.

Matin Movassate has said it well, “Analytics software is uniquely leveraged. Most software can optimize existing processes, but
analytics (done right) should generate insights that bring to life whole new initiatives. It should change what you do, not just how
you do it.” Hence Catalytics Datum's unique bunch helps to understand, analyze and provide an insights into distinct Businesses
and thus embibe Industries with Smarter decision making powered by Data.

    Catalytics' Services helps You>>

  

CATALYTICS DATUM SERVICE VISTA  



SOLUTIONS TO YOUR COSTILIEST PROBLEM  

DATA ENGINEERING  

BUSINESS INTELLEGENCE  

Customer
Analytics

Pricing &
Promotional
Effectiveness

Social Media
Analytics

Marketing
Analytics

Supply Chain
Analytics

Preventive
Asset
Maintainence

Customer
Lifetime Value

Customer 
Profiling   

Customer
Segmentation

Churn 
Prediction

Voice of
The 
Customer.   

Net Promoter
Score

Hot Topic
Mining 

Competitor
Benchmarking

Targeted
Marketing  

Market Basket
Analysis

Campaign
Effectiveness

Next Best
Offer

Network
Planning &
Optimization.   

Demand
Forecasting.

Sales Planning 
& Pricing.

Inventory
Optimization

Reactive
Intelligence.
  

Periodic
Intelligence

Proactive
Intelligence

Predictive
Intelligence

DATA ANALYTICS  



CATALYTICS DATUM FRAMEWORKS & ACCELERATORS 

MARKET MENTOR 
Tailor your marketing pitch to unlock the key to your customers wallet

Promo IQ -  Determine optimum marketing mix  
Salesforce Amplification - Intelligent & targeted sales pitch 

PlanXsell - Product bundle strategies with apt promotion and pricing

Market Mentor is a tool for Resource Planning tool to dynamically analyze and
attribute marketing drivers & RoI.
Market Mentor has ability to incorporate customer sentiment & competitor behavior
to help holistic planning in competitive environment.

MarketMentor is Real time analytics at disposal for CMOs to pick up sensible insights
and make quicker decisions.

 

WHY MARKET MENTOR? >>

+2 PlanXSell+1 PromoIQ
Define best

Promotional Strategy
& Optimal Marketing

Mix to Uplift the
Sales and Revenue. 

SPOT package to
accelerate Marketing

Effectiveness.

Real Time Cross-
Sell/Up-Sell

Planning Tool to
ensure Optimum

Customer
Response & Loyalty
Focused Marketing.

+3 SalesMentor
Recommendation

Engine for
Sales/Distribution
Team for Effective

Account Management
& Profit - driven

Marketing.



CATALYTICS DATUM FRAMEWORKS & ACCELERATORS

BIZ IQ 
Boosting Your Performace Brand 's Growth & Performance from Your Cutsomer- Sales Funnel . .

Actionable insights on-the go with preferred platform overview of Business Health .

Cloud based Subscription Model to help client with actionable insights on-the go with

 Advanced Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning techniques to extract hidden insights from

disparate data sources .

Highly customizable dashboards to bring information to insights for effective Vendor , Brand &

Account Management .

Catalytics Datum's BizIQ provides CRM Reports, Customer Satisfaction & Recommendations ,
deals with Vendor/ Brand Management & provides Market Intelligence to Boost Brand

Performance & Brand's Growth.
 

WHY BIZZ IQ?>>
     360º Business Overview:

     Platform as a Service (PaaS)

     preferred platform .

     AI & ML based Discovery Engine

     Reactive BI

 E-Commerce Watch

Perfect  solution for  Planning
Your Business, Provides Multi

Lingual Support
Continuous Tracking of Price,
Rating, NPS, across channels,
& Countries..

BIZ IQ

 Leverage digital impression
of customers

to uncover their true
sentiment and service

preferences.



CATALYTICS DATUM FRAMEWORKS & ACCELERATORS 

SOCIAL MEDIA TUNER 

Follow the digital trail and discover people , topics and trends that impact businesses .

Integrated Social Listening Tool can collect customer feedbacks , reviews , ratings etc . that is

publicly available and legitimate to access .

Advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) engine can extract sentiment , NPS

regularly .

Specific areas of customer pain points, happiness allows to work on better shopping

experience , ambience and billing system .

Social Media Tuner Empowers you to discover the digital impressions of customer's true
sentiments & Service Preferences, in order to gauge Customer perception & Benchmark

against competition.
 

WHY SOCIAL MEDIA TUNER? >>

Social Media Reflator

A tool which Empowers
you to gauge against your

deflating activities and 
helps you nourish your

Social Media 
appreance.

Social Media Observor

The lead light for
 brands to gauge customer
perception, true sentiments  

& Service Preference to 
gauge  benchmark

against competition.



CATALYTICS DATUM FRAMEWORKS & ACCELERATORS

HOTEL AI 
Follow the digital trail and discover people , topics and trends that impact businesses

 A microscopic view of guest sentiment and requirements to make your operations more
proactive.
Competition watch to make sure that your brand is well placed against the market and
requirements.
Blend of Machine Learning & Natural Language Processing to bring out the deepest in
customer’s mind.
Artificial Intelligence empowers operation & guest services to act on any leads of
dissatisfaction
Easy to navigate & reactive BI-layers to exhibit best insights superfast.
 Cloud & Mobility to help end users to keep tab on the facts on the fly and at the comfort of
virtual ai.

HOTEL AI is an Integrated PaaS and one stop solution which monitors the Complete
Hotel Experience including Revenue Trends, Price trends, Booking Analysis, RevPar of

different Hotels around the world.
 

WHY HOTEL AI? >>

Review Manager

Smart guide for Hoteliers
providing analysis and

forecast of the Booking, 
Cancellation and

Occupancy .

Revenue Manager

The lead light for
e-comm brands to gauge
customer perception and

benchmark against
competition.



Catalytics platform works on different types of analytical tools , like commercial tools and open source

tools . We can even act on modules which are hybrid of both commercial and non-commercial

applications based on client requirement . One of our biggest USP is customization . Our

solutions are customizable as per the client environment and platform agnostic .This means we are

equally competent in implementing our solutions in AWS , Azure , Cloudera or any other Cloud

based platforms and even on the premises of our client if required (for data security constraints if any). 

CASE STUDIES 



Smarter  Decisions  
Powered by Data

Catalytics
Datum's
Next- Gen 
Approach

CATALYTICS DATUM'S NEXT GEN ANALYTICS VS TRADITIONAL ANALYTICS   

Catalytics Datum offers Platform as a Service, which is One Stop Solution.The complete process;
starting from Requirement Gathering to the Final Deployment is data driven processed by

collaborative and different Predictive modelling tools which leave clients overhead free and
provide upto 99.9% accurate results in order to get the fullest benefits & by cutting down

unneccessary spends also by providing the deepest insights of their brands in few weeks time. 



Catalytics Datum is a Next - Gen Enterprise that Amalgamates the Data Science, Big Data, Cloud
Computing & Business Intelligence to Transform your CRM, ERP & EDWH to the tool for business
growth. Recognized by Microsoft BizSpark, Catalytics is present across the globe to become your

partner in Digital Transformation.
Catalytics is a product focused data science organization leveraging the power of big data and

business intelligence to solve complex business problems for enterprises through user experience
and faster decision making solutions.

  

https://www.facebook.com/Catalyticsdatum/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/catalytics-datum-private-limited/

Bangalore, India

Auckland, New Zealand

Singapore
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Utah, USA

Dubai, UAE
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Connect with Us to start ::

Contact Us :
+(91)-87-77597814

 Singapore | Bangladesh | India  
 Netherlands |  UAE | USA 

support@catalyticsdatum.com
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